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ABSTRACT Epidermal growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors (EGFR-TKIs) are approved
for second-line treatment of EGFR wild-type (EGFR-wt) nonsmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC). However,
results from randomised trials performed to compare EGFR-TKIs with chemotherapy in this population
did not show any survival benefit. In the era of immunotherapy, many drugs are approved for second-line
treatment of EGFR-wt NSCLC and there is a need to reassess the role of EGFR-TKIs in this setting.
The Biomarkers France study is a large nationwide cohort of NSCLC patients tested for EGFR
mutations. We used this database to collect clinical, biological, treatment and outcome data on EGFR-wt
patients who received second-line treatment with either EGFR-TKIs or chemotherapy.
Among 1278 patients, 868 received chemotherapy and 410 received an EGFR-TKI. Median overall
survival and progression-free survival were longer with chemotherapy than with an EGFR-TKI. Overall
survival was 8.38 versus 4.99 months, respectively (hazard ratio 0.70, 95% CI 0.59–0.83; p<0.0001) and
progression-free survival was 4.30 versus 2.83 months, respectively (hazard ratio 0.66, 95% CI 0.57–0.77;
p<0.0001).
This study is helpful to guide a multiline treatment strategy for EGFR-wt NSCLC patients.
Immunotherapy is approved for second-line treatment. For third-line treatment, chemotherapy results in
longer overall survival and progression-free survival, and should be preferred to EGFR-TKIs.
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Introduction
Increasingly comprehensive knowledge has emerged on the molecular pathways regulated by driver
oncogenes [1]. This has resulted in the development of matched targeted therapies in patients with metastatic
nonsmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC), leading to substantial clinical benefits. However, the majority of tumours
lack known actionable molecular alterations. The most frequent driver mutation is that of EGFR (epidermal
growth factor receptor), with a prevalence of 15% in Caucasian populations and 40–62% in Asian
populations [2]. The use of EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors (EGFR-TKIs) is now common practice for
first-line treatment of patients with EGFR sensitising mutations, leading to longer progression-free survival
(PFS) intervals with fewer or at least different side-effects than chemotherapy [3–5]. Nevertheless, beyond
first-line and especially for EGFR wild-type (EGFR-wt) NSCLC, the role of EGFR-TKIs is more controversial.
EGFR-TKIs were first compared with placebo in second- or third-line treatment for EGFR-wt NSCLC
patients. Gefitinib did not improve overall survival in comparison with placebo in the overall population of
previously treated NSCLC patients (5.6 versus 5.1 months, respectively; hazard ratio (HR) 0.89, 95% CI
0.77–1.02; p=0.087) [6]. Conversely, in unselected patients, SHEPHERD et al. [7] demonstrated that erlotinib
could provide clinically meaningful prolongation of survival in comparison with placebo (6.7 versus
4.7 months, respectively; HR 0.70, 95% CI 0.58–0.85; p<0.001). This benefit could derive from a subset of
EGFR-mutated patients, even though a benefit was shown in squamous cell carcinoma patients. More
recently, afatinib showed clinical efficacy as a second-line treatment for patients with squamous cell
carcinoma devoid of an activating EGFR mutation. Although the effect size was modest, afatinib did
significantly reduce the risk of death compared with erlotinib and improved PFS. The median PFS was
2.6 months with afatinib compared with only 1.9 months with erlotinib (HR 0.82, 95% CI 0.68–1.00;
p=0.0427) [8].
The outcomes of EGFR-wt NSCLC patients after second- or third-line treatment with gefitinib and
erlotinib have also been compared with outcomes of patients who received chemotherapy. Between 2008
and 2010, three phase III randomised controlled trials compared gefitinib with docetaxel in unselected
patients with previously treated advanced NSCLC. The ISTANA trial reported longer PFS, higher objective
response rate (ORR), better tolerance and similar quality of life improvement with gefitinib in a
population of Asian patients [9]. Although the MARUYAMA et al. [10] study did not meet its primary
end-point of noninferiority in overall survival according to predefined criteria, the difference between
gefitinib and docetaxel was not clinically significant ( p=0.330). Finally, the INTEREST trial demonstrated
noninferiority in overall survival of gefitinib compared with docetaxel, with a better safety profile (8.5% of
patients experienced any adverse event with gefitinib versus 40.7% with docetaxel) and improvements in
quality of life [11].
Conversely, ZHOU et al. [2] studied the efficacy and safety of pemetrexed or gefitinib as second-line
treatments for advanced EGFR-wt nonsquamous NSCLC in Asian patients. Pemetrexed showed significant
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improvement in PFS compared with gefitinib. However, several additional randomised trials compared
erlotinib with docetaxel or pemetrexed in second-line treatment of EGFR-wt NSCLC with contrasting
results. In the DELTA and TAILOR trials, erlotinib failed to improve overall survival in comparison with
docetaxel [12, 13], whereas erlotinib and pemetrexed demonstrated similar overall survival ( p=0.986) in a
third phase III trial [14]. Finally, the TITAN trial compared erlotinib with chemotherapy in a population
of EGFR-wt NSCLC patients with poor prognosis and progressive disease during or immediately after
first-line chemotherapy. This trial showed no significant difference in overall survival between the two
groups either (5.3 versus 5.5 months, respectively; HR 0.96, 95% CI 0.78–1.19; log-rank p=0.73) and the
safety profile favoured erlotinib [15].
Although EGFR-TKIs are approved for second- or third-line treatment of EGFR-wt NSCLC, randomised
trials have not shown significant differences in survival between patients treated with EGFR-TKIs and
chemotherapy, precluding their routine use in this subset of patients, especially given the availability of
newer therapeutic options. Indeed, efforts have been made to improve outcomes in EGFR-wt NSCLC
patients in second- and third-line settings, and more therapeutic agents are now available. Anti-angiogenic
treatments were studied in association with chemotherapy. Both nintedanib [16] and ramucirumab [17] in
association with docetaxel improved overall survival in comparison with docetaxel alone in phase III trials.
Weekly paclitaxel–bevacizumab doublet therapy also prolonged PFS compared with docetaxel in the
French Cooperative Thoracic Intergroup (Intergroupe Francophone de Cancérologie Thoracique (IFCT))
phase III trial [18]. Cabozantinib, a multitarget TKI, was also recently used in combination with erlotinib,
showing promising PFS in a randomised phase II trial in patients with EGFR-wt NSCLC, although this
was not compared with a docetaxel-treated group [19]. Moreover, immunotherapy is now approved for
second- and third-line treatment of EGFR-mutated or EGFR-wt NSCLC. Several immune checkpoint
inhibitors have been investigated in this field, including nivolumab [20, 21], pembrolizumab [22],
durvalumab [23] and atezolizumab [24]. Nivolumab and pembrolizumab received US Food and Drug
Administration approval for second- and third-line treatment of NSCLC on the basis of phase III clinical
trials reporting better efficacy and safety profile than standard chemotherapy with docetaxel [20–22].
As more and more drugs are approved for second- and third-line treatment of EGFR-wt NSCLC, there is a
need to reassess EGFR-TKIs in this setting. Recent studies are challenging the use of EGFR-TKIs and their
indications have to be refined. The objective of this observational study in “real life”, at the scale of a whole
European country, was to provide efficacy data of EGFR-TKIs versus chemotherapy for the second-line
treatment of a routine large population of EGFR-wt previously treated advanced NSCLC patients.

Patients and methods
Study design and patients
The IFCT Biomarkers France study showed that genetic tumour profiling in patients with NSCLC is possible
on a nationwide scale in routine practice and could help physicians to decipher the most suitable therapeutic
sequence [25]. This analysis was performed using this massive French database [25]. In this study, all
patients with advanced, mainly nonsquamous NSCLC who underwent molecular testing by the 28 French
National Cancer Institute (Institut National du Cancer (INCa))-certified molecular genetics centres covering
the whole French territory between April 2012 and April 2013 were included. The biological, clinical and
outcome data were provided by clinicians who prescribed the molecular analysis [25]. Eligible patients for
the current study had advanced NSCLC without detected EGFR mutations or ALK (anaplastic lymphoma
kinase) rearrangements in their tumour samples. Patients must have previously received one first-line
chemotherapy regimen and a second-line treatment at time of progression, and they must have had available
outcome data. Exclusion criteria were as follows: age <18 years, no first-line chemotherapy, no second-line
EGFR-TKI or chemotherapy and enrolment in clinical trials.
The study was approved by a national ethics committee for observational studies (Comité d’Evaluation des
Protocoles de Recherche Observationnelle) on September 28, 2011, the French Advisory Committee on
Information Processing in Material Research in the Field of Health on September 22, 2011, and the
National Commission of Informatics and Liberty on December 18, 2011, according to French laws; and
was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (identifier NCT01700582). All patients received information from their
institution or referring clinician as recommended by competent authorities, specifying that, according to
French laws, they could ask for complete access to or removal of their own collected data.
The study was funded by an unrestricted grant from the INCa to the IFCT, which did not interfere with
the study design and conduct, and was sponsored by the IFCT.
Data collection
Potential prescribers of NSCLC molecular testing in one of the 28 INCa-certified molecular genetics
centres certified between April 2012 and April 2013 were identified. They received written information
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about the study protocol and database, as well as a password to access the Biomarkers France secured
online electronic Case Report Form. Patients were treated on a routine basis following national (INCa) and
international (American Society of Clinical Oncology) guidelines [26]. The following data were collected:
age, sex, ethnicity, smoking history, disease stage at the time of molecular testing (defined by the
International Association for the Study of Lung Cancer TNM classification [27]), Eastern Cooperative
Oncology Group (ECOG) performance status, type of treatment, and outcomes (best response to
treatment, date of end of treatment and cause) according to RECIST (Response Evaluation Criteria in
Solid Tumours [28]), PFS and overall survival.
Molecular data were provided directly by the certified molecular genetics centres to the IFCT. Molecular
analyses of EGFR (exons 18–21), HER2 (human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; exon 20), KRAS
(KRAS proto-oncogene, GTPase; exon 2), BRAF (B-Raf proto-oncogene, serine/threonine kinase; exon 15)
and PI3KCA ( phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase catalytic subunit α; exons 9–20) mutations
as well as ALK rearrangements were performed on a routine basis, as funded and recommended by the
INCa. Mutations were confirmed using Sanger sequencing or more sensitive techniques, such as
pyrosequencing, allele-specific PCR, fragment analysis assays, TaqMan probes or Snapshot, and a certified
break-apart fluorescence in situ hybridisation assay (Vysis LSI ALK Dual Color; Abbott Molecular, Abbott
Park, IL, USA) or the Ventana ALK-D5F3 immunohistochemistry assay (Ventana Medical Systems,
Tucson, AZ, USA) was used to assess ALK rearrangements. Molecular genetics centres also provided the
IFCT with data regarding histology, as evaluated by the referring pathologist in the sample used for
molecular testing. The IFCT recorded and monitored the data.
Statistical analysis
Data were submitted for descriptive analysis. Second-line PFS was defined as the time from initiation of
second-line therapy to disease progression or of death from any cause. Overall survival was measured from
the date of molecular analysis to the date of death or last follow-up. Survival curves were estimated using
the Kaplan–Meier method and presented as a median value with a range and a two-sided 95% confidence
interval. The survival curves from the Kaplan–Meier analyses were adjusted with inverse probability
weights using the methodology developed by COLE and HERNÁN [29], which is equivalent to direct
standardisation of survival curves to distribution of patient characteristics in the combined study
population (EGFR-TKI group+chemotherapy group). Briefly, all covariates measured during the baseline
period or at the time of the NSCLC diagnosis were used. First, a multivariate logistic model of EGFR-TKI
treatment was fitted using all baseline covariates (sex, age class, ethnicity (Asian versus Caucasian), tobacco
smoking, ECOG performance status, TNM stage, type of first-line treatment, fist-line discontinuation for
toxicity, first-line discontinuation for tumour progression and response to first-line treatment) in order to
estimate the probability pi for a patient i being treated with EGFR-TKI, knowing the patient’s baseline
characteristics. Then, patients were weighted by their inverse treatment probability, i.e. 1–pi for patients
treated with EGFR-TKI and 1/(1–pi) for patients treated with chemotherapy. Stabilisation of weights wi
was finally achieved by replacing the numerator with the marginal probability of receiving the exposure
observed, which was estimated by treatment group frequency.
For all tests, p<0.05 was considered statistically significant. Analyses were performed with SAS version 9.3
(SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

Results
Patients
At the last monitoring data-lock on July 1, 2015, 17 640 NSCLC patients for whom a molecular test was
routinely performed at the INCa-certified French genetic centres, with an identified referring practitioner,
were included in the Biomarkers France study. A total of 403 patients were excluded because of EGFR
mutations or ALK rearrangements and 4345 patients were excluded because they did not received first-line
chemotherapy. Some of them (n=662) received targeted therapies, some of them were enrolled in clinical
trials (n=239), some of them received other treatments (n=715) and some others (n=2592) were not
treated. Data regarding first-line treatment were missing for 137 patients. Among 1351 patients who met
the inclusion criteria, survival data were available for 1278 patients who were eventually included in the
current study for efficacy and safety analyses. In total, 410 patients received second-line EGFR-TKI and
868 received second-line chemotherapy (figure 1). The baseline characteristics of these two groups of
patients are described in table 1. Among the 1278 patients, 67.8% were male and 32.1% were female.
There were more nonsmokers in the EGFR-TKI group than in the chemotherapy group (16.7% versus
8.8%, respectively; p<0.001) and fewer patients with KRAS-mutated tumours (24.9% versus 33.8%;
p=0.001). There were more patients with ECOG performance status ⩾2 and more elderly patients
(⩾65 years) in the EGFR-TKI group than in the chemotherapy group (27.1% versus 18.2%; p=0.001 and
46.8 versus 32.7%; p<0.001, respectively). The two groups of patients did not differ according to the type
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Biomarkers France cohort
(n=17 825)
No sample or no referring medical doctor (n=185)
Sample and referring
medical doctor
(n=17 640)
No follow-up (n=819)
No second-line treatment (n=7829)
Follow-up agreed by the
referring medical doctor;
second-line treatment data
collected
(n=8992)
Molecular analyses performed only after first-line treatment
(n=421)
Molecular analyses prior to
first-line treatment
(n=8571)
No first-line treatment with chemotherapy (n=4345)
EGFR mutation or ALK rearrangement (n=403) (n=19 poly
mutant)
Disease stage I/II, or indication of surgery, adjuvant
chemotherapy or exclusive radiation therapy (n=11)
Enrolment in a clinical trial (n=80)
Age <18 years (n=0)
No second-line treatment with EGFR-TKI or chemotherapy
(n=2381)
Patients responding to
inclusion criteria
(n=1351)
No overall survival analysis (no date available) (n=73)
Final population
(n=1278)
EGFR-TKI
(n=410)

Chemotherapy
(n=868)

FIGURE 1 Population flowchart. EGFR-TKI: epidermal growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor.

of first-line cisplatin-based doublet (taxane or pemetrexed) or ORR and disease control rate after first-line
chemotherapy (disease control rate 58.9% versus 60.2% and ORR 37.7% versus 36% in chemotherapy and
EGFR-TKI groups, respectively).
Outcomes
The median (range) follow-up time was 11.4 (10.3–12.4) months. Overall survival and PFS are reported in
figure 2. In the group of patients treated with second-line EGFR-TKI, median (range) overall survival was
5.09 (4.44–6.37) months and PFS was 2.83 (2.60–3.15) months. In the group of patients treated with
second-line chemotherapy, median (range) overall survival was 7.98 (7.33–8.87) months and PFS was 4.21
(3.81–4.60) months. Prognostic factors associated with overall survival in the two groups are reported in
table 2. In multivariate analyses, only smoking status ( p<0.001) and response to first-line chemotherapy
( p<0.001) were associated with a longer overall survival with EGFR-TKI. ECOG performance status
( p<0.001), discontinuation of first-line therapy without progression ( p<0.001) and objective response or
stabilisation with first-line chemotherapy ( p<0.001) were associated with a longer overall survival when
patients received chemotherapy.
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TABLE 1 Baseline characteristics of the chemotherapy and epidermal growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor
(EGFR-TKI) groups

Subjects
Sex
Male
Female
Missing
Age years
Mean (95% CI)
Median (range)
<65
⩾65
Asian ethnicity
Yes
No
Missing
Smoking
Smoker
Ex-smoker
Nonsmoker
Missing
ECOG performance status
0/1
⩾2
Missing
TNM stage
I/II
III
IV/relapse
Undetermined
KRAS
Done
Not done
KRAS mutation
Mutant
Nonmutant
Undetermined
Missing
BRAF
Done
Not done
BRAF mutation
Mutant
Nonmutant
Undetermined
Missing
HER2
Done
Not done
HER2 mutation
Mutant
Nonmutant
Undetermined
Missing
First-line treatment
Taxane
Pemetrexed
Other
First-line discontinuation for toxicity
Yes
No
Not known

EGFR-TKI

Chemotherapy

Total

410

868

1278

253 (61.7)
157 (38.3)
0

614 (70.8)
253 (29.2)
1

867 (67.8)
410 (32.1)
1

64.79 (63.77–65.81)
64.38 (30.0–87.6)
218 (53.2)
192 (46.8)

60.48 (59.83–61.14)
60.39 (32.9–91.1)
584 (67.3)
284 (32.7)

61.87 (61.30–62.43)
61.65 (30.0–91.1)
802 (62.8)
476 (37.2)

4 (1.1)
349 (98.9)
57

3 (0.4)
774 (99.6)
91

7 (0.5)
1123 (87.9)
148

163 (40.5)
172 (42.8)
67 (16.7)
8

408 (47.6)
374 (43.6)
75 (8.8)
11

571 (44.7)
546 (42.7)
142 (11.1)
19

280 (72.9)
104 (27.1)
26

678 (81.8)
151 (18.2)
39

958 (75.0)
255 (20.0)
65

9 (2.2)
26 (6.3)
370 (90.2)
5 (1.2)

16 (1.8)
136 (15.7)
708 (81.6)
8 (0.9)

25 (2.0)
162 (12.7)
1078 (84.4)
13 (1.0)

389 (94.9)
21 (5.1)

841 (96.9)
27 (3.1)

1230 (96.2)
48 (3.8)

97 (24.9)
266 (68.4)
26 (6.7)
21

284 (33.8)
526 (62.5)
31 (3.7)
27

381 (29.8)
792 (62.0)
57 (4.5)
48

341 (83.2)
69 (16.8)

694 (80.0)
174 (20.0)

1035 (81.0)
243 (19.0)

7 (2.1)
309 (90.6)
25 (7.3)
69

22 (3.2)
641 (92.4)
31 (4.5)
174

29 (2.8)
950 (91.8)
56 (5.4)
243

292 (71.2)
118 (28.8)

593 (68.3)
275 (31.7)

885 (69.2)
393 (30.8)

5 (1.7)
267 (91.4)
20 (6.8)
118

5 (0.8)
558 (94.1)
30 (5.1)
275

10 (1.1)
825 (93.2)
50 (5.6)
393

94 (22.9)
295 (72.0)
21 (5.1)

176 (20.3)
592 (68.2)
100 (11.5)

270 (21.1)
887 (69.4)
121 (9.5)

53 (12.9)
357 (87.1)
0

69 (7.9)
799 (92.1)
0

122 (9.5)
1156 (90.5)
0
Continued
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TABLE 1 Continued

First-line discontinuation for progression
Yes
No
Not known
Response to first-line treatment
Known
Not known
Response to first-line treatment
Undetermined
Progressive disease
Complete response
Partial response
Stable disease

EGFR-TKI

Chemotherapy

Total

264 (64.4)
146 (35.6)
0

578 (66.6)
290 (33.4)
0

842 (65.9)
436 (34.1)
0

397 (96.8)
13 (3.2)

840 (96.8)
28 (3.2)

1237 (96.8)
41 (3.2)

3 (0.8)
158 (39.8)
3 (0.8)
137 (34.5)
96 (24.2)

9 (1.1)
345 (41.1)
15 (1.8)
293 (34.9)
178 (21.2)

12 (1.0)
503 (40.7)
18 (1.5)
430 (34.8)
274 (22.2)

Data are presented as n or n (%), unless otherwise stated. ECOG: Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group.

Using the inverse probability matching method to generate adjusted survival curves, median (range)
overall survival and PFS in patients treated with chemotherapy were longer than those in patients receiving
EGFR-TKI: overall survival 8.38 (7.46–9.36) versus 4.99 (4.40–6.37) months, respectively (HR 0.70, 95% CI
0.59–0.83; p<0.0001) and PFS 4.30 (3.88–4.83) versus 2.83 (2.56–3.12) months, respectively (HR 0.66, 95%
CI 0.57–0.77; p<0.0001). Additionally, median (range) 1-year overall survival was 37.8% (33.7–42.3%) in
the chemotherapy group versus 28.0% (22.6–34.6%) in the EGFR-TKI group, leading to a clinically
meaningful 10% difference in survival ( p=0.002).
Finally, discontinuation of the second-line treatment for toxicity did not significantly differ between
groups (6.9% and 7.1% for chemotherapy and EGFR-TKI groups, respectively; HR 0.66, 95% CI 0.57–0.77;
p<0.0001).

Discussion
In the era of immunotherapy and because of the recent advances made in second-line treatment of
patients with EGFR-wt NSCLC, there was a need to reassess the role of EGFR-TKIs in this field, taking
into account the controversial data from early trials. The Biomarkers France study [25] is the largest
nationwide cohort of NSCLC patients screened for EGFR mutations and ALK rearrangements, and
provided us with clinical, biological and outcome data from a daily practice population of NSCLC patients.
We were able to identify a large cohort of 868 patients treated with second-line chemotherapy and 410
patients treated with second-line EGFR-TKI, and to describe the clinical characteristics and outcomes of
these two groups of patients. Although these data do not come from a randomised trial, leading to
different characteristics between the groups, with slightly more nonsmoking patients with ECOG
performance status ⩾2 and elderly patients treated with EGFR-TKIs, the size of these two groups
supported reliable data. Furthermore, the inverse probably matching method confirmed clinically
significant survival differences. PFS and overall survival of EGFR-wt patients treated with second-line
EGFR-TKI were shorter than those observed in patients receiving second-line chemotherapy when survival
was adjusted for confounding characteristics. A major issue in the current study is the fact that EGFR-wt
patients in this study had no ALK rearrangement and their KRAS status (wild-type or mutated) consisted
of one of the adjustment variables in the adjusted survival analysis. In trials comparing second-line
EGFR-TKI with either placebo or chemotherapy ( pemetrexed or docetaxel) in patients with EGFR-wt
tumours, KRAS status was not systematically assessed to check whether there was an imbalance between
therapeutic arms with respect to KRAS-activating mutations. Only the BR.21 INTEREST and TAILOR
trials reported either that patients with mutant KRAS tumours actually did not benefit from erlotinib [30]
or that KRAS mutation had no impact on survival with EGFR-TKI treatment [11]. Here, the poor
outcomes with second-line EGFR-TKIs could not be attributed to the KRAS-mutated subset, supporting
intrinsic superiority of second-line chemotherapy in EGFR-wt Caucasian patients compared with
EGFR-TKIs. Noticeably, in both groups of patients, those who derived a substantial benefit from first-line
therapy also benefited from second-line therapy independent of what the second-line regimen was. We
were also able to identify prognostic factors of overall survival in each group that could be helpful to guide
second-line treatment and to plan a multiline strategy. Indeed, nonsmoking patients treated with
EGFR-TKIs derived a significant benefit in terms of overall survival (HR 0.43, 95% CI 0.28–0.66; p<0.001),
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FIGURE 2 a, b) Overall survival and c, d) progression-free survival of patients treated with a, c) epidermal growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase
inhibitor or b, d) chemotherapy. Data are presented as median and range.

whereas, not surprisingly, response to first-line chemotherapy and good performance status were
associated with better outcomes with both treatments.
This retrospective “real-life”, large study provides clues to improve the management of EGFR-wt NSCLC
patients treated with EGFR-TKIs. As encouraging results have also been observed with immune
checkpoint inhibitors in this group of patients, a phase IB trial was designed to study the combination of
gefitinib (EGFR-TKI) and durvalumab (anti-PD-L1) in the second-line setting. The preliminary results of
the TATTON study were presented recently [31]. Unfortunately, this study had to be stopped prematurely
due to a high rate of toxicity; up to 64% of patients in the expansion cohort experienced
treatment-induced pneumonitis. This again highlights the need for a better knowledge of clinical factors
associated with EGFR-TKI efficacy in order to guide the prescription of EGFR-TKIs and the prognostic
factors identified in the current study should be used to design new trials in this group of patients when
testing EGFR-TKI-containing therapeutic combinations.
A possible limitation of our study, which is also its strength, is that data were collected prospectively
during a period of time when immune checkpoint inhibitors were not yet approved. For this reason,
clinical characteristics, outcomes and prognostic factors of EGFR-TKIs in this population could not be
compared directly with those of patients treated with second-line immunotherapy. Although we cannot
exclude that imbalance in third-line treatments could have induced overall survival differences, this
hypothesis is unlikely because of their modest efficacy in the pre-immunotherapy era, actually
strengthening our results.
Therefore, we feel that this study is helpful to guide multiline treatment strategies for EGFR-wt NSCLC
patients, especially the rare subgroup of never-smoker, KRAS-wt patients. While chemotherapy remains
the standard first-line approach with immunotherapy recently becoming the standard second-line therapy,
it is not yet clear whether patients should receive chemotherapy or EGFR-TKI in the third-line setting.
Whereas the current study was performed in the second-line setting, we can hypothesise from the results
that EGFR-TKIs should be chosen preferentially for nonsmokers. Conversely, for all other patients, the
Biomarkers France study suggests that chemotherapy should be favoured and a switch to EGFR-TKIs
could be performed as fourth-line treatment, although no clear data are available yet in this setting.
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TABLE 2 Prognostic factors of overall survival of patients treated with epidermal growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor (EGFR-TKI) and chemotherapy:
uni- and multivariate analyses
EGFR-TKI#
Univariate analyses
p-value

1
0.86 (0.67–1.10)

Multivariate analyses
HR (95% CI)

Univariate analysis
HR (95% CI)

p-value

0.22

1
0.86 (0.71–1.05)

0.13

1
1.35 (1.05–1.75)

0.02

1
1.03 (0.85–1.26)

0.75

1
0.83 (0.63–1.08)
0.45 (0.31–0.66)

0.16
<0.001*

1
0.85 (0.71–1.02)
0.72 (0.51–1.01)

0.09
0.06

1
3.21 (0.73–14.08)
4.23 (1.05–17.05)
0.00 (0.00–0.00)

0.12
0.04
0.97

1
1.19 (0.57–2.46)
1.73 (0.86–3.49)
1.20 (0.32–4.51)

0.64
0.12
0.79

1
1.34 (1.01–1.79)

0.05

1
1.70 (1.37–2.11)

<0.001*

1
1.48 (0.81–2.72)

0.2

1
0.94 (0.56–1.57)

0.82

1
1.30 (0.98–1.73)
1.29 (0.76–2.19)

0.07
0.35

1
1.10 (0.91–1.34)
0.97 (0.62–1.57)

0.32
0.95

0.87 (0.64–1.17)
0.43 (0.28–0.66)

p-value

0.35
<0.001*

Multivariate analysis
HR (95% CI)

p-value

1
1.61 (1.28–2.02)

<0.001*

Continued
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Age years
<65
⩾65
Sex
Female
Male
Smoking status
Smoker
Ex-smoker
Nonsmoker
Initial TNM staging
I/II
III
IV/relapse
Undetermined
ECOG performance status
0/1
⩾2
KRAS
Not done
Done
KRAS mutation
Nonmutant
Mutant
Undetermined

HR (95% CI)

Chemotherapy¶

https://doi.org/10.1183/13993003.00514-2017

TABLE 2 Continued
EGFR-TKI#
Univariate analyses

First-line treatment
Taxane
Pemetrexed
Other
First-line discontinuation for toxicity
No
Yes
First-line discontinuation for progression
No
Yes
Response to first-line treatment
Not known
Known
Response to first-line treatment
Progressive disease
Complete response
Partial response
Stable disease
Undetermined

HR (95% CI)

p-value

1
1.18 (0.87–1.61)
1.11 (0.60–2.03)

Chemotherapy¶
Multivariate analyses

HR (95% CI)

HR (95% CI)

p-value

0.29
0.74

1
1.26 (1.00–1.58)
0.91 (0.66–1.26)

0.05
0.58

1
0.85 (0.58–1.23)

0.39

1
0.58 (0.40–0.84)

0.003

1
1.55 (1.20–2.01)

0.001

1
2.21 (1.81–2.70)

<0.001*

1
0.68 (0.32–1.44)

0.31

1
0.50 (0.32–0.77)

0.002

1
0.87 (0.22–3.52)
0.57 (0.43–0.76)
0.58 (0.42–0.81)
0.94 (0.30–2.95)

0.84
<0.001*
0.001*
0.91

1
0.29 (0.14–0.59)
0.47 (0.38–0.58)
0.54 (0.43–0.69)
0.27 (0.08–0.84)

<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*
0.02*

1
0.39 (0.05–2.84)
0.52 (0.38–0.72)
0.50 (0.34–0.73)
0.94 (0.30–3.00)

p-value

Univariate analysis

0.35
<0.001*
<0.001*
0.92

Multivariate analysis
HR (95% CI)

p-value

1.73 (1.37–2.18)

<0.001*

1
0.44 (0.21–0.90)
0.57 (0.45–0.72)
0.69 (0.53–0.90)
0.46 (0.15–1.48)

0.02*
<0.001*
0.006
0.2*
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HR: hazard ratio; ECOG: Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group. #: total n=410, multivariate analysis n=315; ¶: total n=868, multivariate analysis n=799. *: p<0.05.
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